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Supercharged future
Electronics combine technologies for smoother power delivery

■ Dynamic 
developments in a 
virtual world  

■ Visteon’s 
vision for 2016 
interiors

■ Waste not want 
not — energy 
recovery 
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Tomorrow’s Axles. Online Today.
Innovative axle design and advanced gear oil formulations 

will define tomorrow’s marketplace. But you can learn all 

about it today at AxleFacts.com, new from Lubrizol.  

A one-stop, online knowledge center, AxleFacts covers  

the basics—hardware design, gear oil credentials, 

lubricants information—while bringing you real-time 

industry updates, insightful commentary and an early  

look at innovations from OEMs/tier suppliers.
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Standard bearers

The EU has set out a pan-European strategy

for clean and energy efficient vehicles capable

of using electricity, hydrogen, biogas and liquid

bio-fuels to ‘decarbonise’ the transport sector

and promote new low carbon technologies.

This would see the European automotive

sector rival the advanced research being

carried out on these technologies in Japan

and the USA. The key date in all this is 2020

when 95g/km for passenger cars kicks in.

But reading through the proposals, I was struck by the

thought that the Brussels mandarins might be missing a trick.

Under the heading, ‘Revision of test cycle to measure

emissions’, it states: “the test cycle should be revised at 

the latest by 2013” – which is but three years away.

During time I spend with both OEMs and suppliers, especially

those involved in powertrain development, the subject of having

to dedicate thousands of man hours, and spend millions of

Euros to ensure engines meet multifarious emission standards

around the globe, inevitably crops up. This is usually followed 

by a plea for universal standards and the end to what many

perceive as needless spending, especially at a time when the

motor industry as a whole is strapped for cash. 

Is this, then, an opportunity for those same mandarins,

perhaps working with the ACEA, to grasp this particular nettle

and start working towards a series of global emission

standards?

I can foresee some epic arguments ensuing and doubt that

three years will be enough time to arrive at a consensus. But,

given the parlous state of the industry, and the fact that many

governments are now amongst its major shareholders, it would

be to everyone’s benefit if one set of emission standards could

be achieved.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Scuderi is making significant advances in its revolutionary split-cycle

engine, says company vice president Stephen Scuderi (below).

Despite not meeting the objective of reaching 4000rpm for the SAE

congress in April, due to galling between the rocker shaft and its

supporting pedestal – now being cured by a

switch to a new bearing material – Scuderi

claims to have achieved significant progress

at low, idle engine speeds around 700rpm.

“One of the biggest mysteries to us was

trying to maintain low speed and load at

near idle. We didn’t have a lot of data saying

we could achieve that,” Scuderi confided to

Automotive Design.

This has been cured by disabling one of

the two cross-over passages that effectively

doubles the pressure in the remaining

passage. “That was very important, because

obtaining sonic flow as we come out of the passage into the engine

cylinder is vital, as it helps efficiency and flame speed,” he said.

The engine now works better at low speeds down to 700rpm than at

higher revs, with the coefficient of variance from cycle to cycle less than

two per cent compared to 3.5% with two crossover passages. Now

Scuderi is exploring the feasibility of an active valve that would seamlessly

switch from a single to a dual crossover passage, depending on engine

speed and load demands.

In a further development, Scuderi reveals that the final mapping for the

Scuderi air hybrid has been completed and development is being

undertaken to determine the best use of those maps over a driving cycle,

although construction of the air hybrid won’t start until next year.

Scuderi is confident the air hybrid will return Toyota Prius equivalent

fuel consumption figures in the region of 3.9l/100kms, yet deliver the

power equivalency of a normally aspirated two-litre four-cylinder engine.

“The fact that we’re more than halfway through the mapping process and

that, point for point, we have exceeded what South West Research

Institute predicted gives me great confidence that we’ll sign our first

licensees later this year, or early 2011, and see the engine in series

production by 2014.”

ZF is developing a new five-speed automatic

transmission in the 250-400Nm range for 

future front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive

applications, according to well placed sources

within the German automatic transmission

manufacturer. “There are a number of drivers

for this development,” Automotive Design was

told. “When the BMW 1-series goes front-wheel

drive, there will be a big demand for a torque

convertor auto from the North American

market.”

The challenge for ZF is to manufacturer the

transmission at an acceptable price for these

premium hatchbacks from the likes of Audi,

BMW and Mercedes-Benz. “Even the German

big three are susceptible to price in this

premium sector and, for that reason, the new

transmission might be assembled outside of

Germany,” we were advised. Both the USA and

China have been mooted as possible locations.

ZF is planning for the new 8HP to totally

replace its six-speed auto by 2014, although it

will continue assembling that in China for the

local market. Future developments, including 

a full hybrid version of the 8HP (left), which

appears in 2011, will see up to 10% fuel

economy gains in some applications. 

BMW will be the first exclusive customer 

for the 8HP+ that features both software and

hardware changes for further fuel economy

improvements.

Breakthrough for
Scuderi engine

July 2010

News

Five-speed automatic transmission
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Innovation from tradition

Low-ohmic
VMx precision resistors

Features:
 3 watt power loss (size 2512)
 max. 25A constant current
 tcr < 20ppm/K
 Rthi < 20K/W 

This is unrivalled quality.

On pole 
position

News

Renault is introducing Getrag’s new 6DCT250 six-speed electrically

actuated DCT. The transmission uses brushless motors to actuate the

gears and clutches, in place of hydraulics in competing units. Its twin

clutches are also dry, rather than the oil-bath type.

This brings three main advantages, according to Renault. First, it is

efficient, having no oil pump for the actuators and lower drag losses in

the clutches, compared with the wet type. Secondly, it’s eminently

suitable for idle-stop application, because it needs no constant

pressurised oil supply. Thirdly, the actuators are very rapid. This means

that, if the algorithms have predicted an upshift and the upward gear has

been preselected, but the driver kicks down, the ‘idle’ half of the gearbox

can rapidly preselect the lower gear instead and the change progresses

promptly.

The transmission, capable of handling 280Nm, weighs 82kg with its

dual-mass flywheel, which is about 22kg more than the standard manual

and approximately the same as a torque converter auto. But it yields

homologated NEDC fuel and CO2 figures to match a manual ‘box, some

17% better than the comparable epicyclic auto.

For the Renault, it has been calibrated to climb rapidly up through the

gears in auto mode, though a +/- side gate is also provided for manual

override. The overall gear spread is 6.6 to one. The transmission drives

smoothly and lives up to the engineers’ aim of a comfort-oriented

transmission. Its creep mode operates very gently, with low-speed

manoeuvring and hill starts made easier by a braked hill-start assist

system via the ABS/ESP module.

Electric DCT
improves efficiency
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News

News in brief

Faster graphics
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.0 now offers faster

graphics, with added functionality: multiple

plots can be displayed simultaneously, probes

can be used to measure and plot data during

the solution process, and new data sets can

be created by post-processing old data. The

support for parallel processing has been

enhanced with the introduction of new solvers

for cluster computing. The solution now

provides fully automated simulation

configuration of solver settings, solver

sequences, mesh settings and result

visualisation. Enhanced solvers are also

available for structural acoustics, heat transfer,

electrical and fluid-flow simulation modules.

Hydrogen supplies
ITM Power, the energy storage and clean fuel

company, has announced that DHL and

London Stansted Airport have signed to

participate in 21011in Hydrogen On Site Trials

(HOST) of its transportable high pressure

refuelling unit (HFuel). This will see the

operation and refuelling of two Hydrogen

Internal Combustion Engine (HICE) Revolve

Technologies Ford Transit vehicles, with

hydrogen produced on site at the point of use.

Refrigerant
Honeywell and DuPont are creating a joint

venture to manufacture and sell HFO-1234yf

refrigerant for vehicle air-conditioning systems.

From 2011, the EU has mandated that all

refrigerants must have a global warming

potential of less than 150. The Honeywell-

DuPont refrigerant has a GWP of four.

Cleaner Hyundais
Hyundai is targeting ambitious fleet carbon

dioxide emissions of up to 95g/km by 2020

through the use of direct injection, partial

hybrid technology and diesels. The company

claims it is already ahead of the CO² reduction

curve in Europe. “Average European CO² fleet

emissions have fallen from 185g/km in 1995 

to 150g/km in 2010,” said a spokesman, “but

Hyundai hit 133g/km in 2009, so we are in

front of the average.”

The company cites its next model Tucson

as an example of the progress it is making with

the new diesels, using piezoelectric injectors,

two-stage turbocharging and common-rail 

fuel injection to reduce CO² emissions by up 

to 20%.

BMW claims its new environmental test centre is

the world’s most advanced and will save testing

resources and emissions, compared to the

alternative of real-time testing in real extreme

environments. The €130 million centre has five

separate wind tunnels that artificially recreate a

variety of environments, including: high altitude,

humidity, intense sunlight, rain and snow, and

temperatures from +55°C to -20°C.

BMW demonstrates the flexibility of the

systems by simulating a drive around the globe

in a few hours, from the humidity of Africa, to

the cold of Finland and the altitude of Colorado.

Using adapted snow blowers, the winter test

tunnel can even create ‘the wrong type of snow’,

which causes transport chaos every year. 

Suppliers include Ailios of Canada for the

pressure vessels, MCE of Austria for the steel

structures and Imtech of Hamburg, Germany, for

the electrical test equipment. All five wind

tunnels are equipped with rolling roads to more

accurately reflect real-world conditions. The

centre’s highly compact structure allows more

effective insulation and reduced energy demand,

which can be as high as 15 megawatts of

electricity for an individual wind tunnel. 

The compact design is claimed to allow

more effective recovery of some of the

expended energy, through cooling of several

cells at one time and feeding electrical current

back to the grid. 

The environmental centre is used to test

thermal and aerodynamic stability, electrical

performance, demisting, heating and air-

conditioning in more controlled

and repeatable environments at

less cost, using fewer resources

and creating less carbon dioxide

greenhouse gas. It is also used

to test the company’s

motorcycles, as well as the

Rolls-Royce and MINI marques.

BMW says it will repay its

investment within five years,

acknowledging it will save about

€26 million a year from the test

budget. Another advantage is

that, as the test centre is close by

BMW’s research and innovation

centre (Fiz) in Munich, engineers

are able simply to walk across

and view the testing process. 

Blowing hot and cold

8 www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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The Renault-Nissan Alliance will, in 2011, introduce a

downsized 1.6l diesel engine. With 97kW and 300Nm, it

replaces a 1.9l unit. Renault says it will offer some 20%

lower consumption, when combined with forthcoming

whole-vehicle improvements in weight, friction and drag.

The company has broken down potential fuel savings

by the technologies deployed. It says downsizing alone

allows a cut of 5.5%.

Low pressure EGR (taking exhaust gas from after the

particulate trap, and injecting it upstream of the turbo and

intercooler) saves 3%, idle stop another 3%, while variable

swirl saves 0.5%. A variable displacement oil pump cuts a

further 1%, with better thermal management during warm-

up saving another percentage point. It needs only

calibration changes for Euro 6.

Mercedes-Benz has tested all Alliance engines and

sources indicate this one is a strong candidate for the 

next-generation A-class family.

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

News

Renault’s eco-dieselSupercharging cooler

Exhaust

Exhaust
flapEGR cooler

Air inflow

Particle filter

Exhaust gas

Compressor

Engine

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 9July 2010
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News

Zytek Automotive, the UK technology

specialist that demonstrated its

mastery of high power

density electric motor

design and control by

developing the most

successful and

reliable KERS system

in Formula One last

year, has outlined its

vision for what it calls

third-generating electric

traction systems for road cars,

reports Keith Howard.

Zytek has developed powertrains for a

number of prototype and production electric

vehicles across various sectors, including that

fitted to the Smart EV. But most of these

vehicles have been conversions, rather than

ground-up EV designs. 

Zytek’s G3 electric motors and controllers

are intended for dedicated applications, 

where the whole vehicle design is optimised

to exploit electric traction with maximum

efficacy.

Zytek’s analysis of the losses in a typical

EV seems to suggest there is relatively little

scope for improvement within the powertrain

and controller, with the motor and inverter

together accounting for only 20% of the total

losses, whereas rolling resistance alone

accounts for 24% and aerodynamic drag 

for 29%. But Zytek envisages a virtuous circle

in which reductions in powertrain weight and

size – achieved principally through enhanced

integration of the motor, gearbox and control

electronics – and increased powertrain

efficiency bring wider benefits. Reducing

weight lessens rolling resistance, which, in

turn, allows the powertrain to be further

downsized for a given performance

requirement. Increasing motor and

inverter efficiency potentially

allows air cooling to be

used, removing the

drag penalty of a

radiator and saving

further weight by

eliminating the

coolant, pump,

reservoir, piping and

heat exchanger of 

a water-cooled

alternative.

Up to 45% lighter than

current EV powertrains,

Zytek’s new designs will be

available from 25kW upwards

and enhance efficiency by increasing

maximum motor speed to 14,000rpm – the

highest that can be achieved reliably using

conventional bearing technology.

G3 Electric Powertrains 

TRW has launched its self-adaptive seat

belt load limiting technology, capable of

automatically adapting to different body

sizes of passengers. 

The Self-Adaptive Load Limiter (SALL)

system, which operates without the need

for costly sensors to gather data, has

been designed to meet the needs of rear

seat occupants and is now in production

on the Mercedes-Benz E-Class.

Harald Lutz, TRW’s engineering

director of seat belt systems, explained

the company’s approach: “Conventional

load limiters for seat belt systems are

intended to provide protection for the 

full range of passenger weights; a

standardised approach requires that 

the system is adapted to fit larger

passengers, represented by the 95th

percentile male Hybrid III dummy.”  

TRW’s self-adaptive seat belt load

limiters can adjust the force level,

according to the amount of webbing an

occupant pulls out when buckled up. This

enables the system to identify the size of

the occupant, so that, in a crash situation,

a lower load level is triggered for a

smaller passenger and a higher load 

level for a larger passenger. 

Seat belt tailors itself to individual passengers’ needs
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POWERED WITH ELECTRICITY, GASOLINE, 

AND AUTOMATICALLY-GENERATED CODE.

THAT’S MODEL-BASED DESIGN.

To create a two-mode hybrid

powertrain, engineers at GM

used models to continuously 

verify their design, test prototypes,

and automatically generate the 

embedded code.

The result: a breakthrough HEV,

delivered on time. 

To learn more, visit 

mathworks.com/mbd

©2010 The MathWorks, Inc.
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CVNeville Jackson 

Professor Neville Jackson (50) is group technology director at Ricardo plc.

He is a member of the operating board, chairman of the technology

steering group and global product group director for advanced technology.

Jackson joined Ricardo in 1982, after graduating from Imperial College.

His 27-year career with the firm has covered the gamut of powertrain, and

vehicle research and development. He is also a visiting professor at the

University of Brighton, chairman of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

and a director of the UK Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon Vehicles and

Fuel Cells. 

“We still see a long life

ahead for the internal

combustion engine…

our job is to look at

what might be possible,

where we can get

improvements and how

we might improve fuel

economy, and that’s

basically what he

was doing.”

12 www.automotivedesign.eu.com July  2010
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I
n combustion engine research

terms, Sir Harry Ricardo is a

tough act to follow. Born 125

years ago, Sir Harry’s work on

combustion, fuels and economy has

been crucial to the development 

of petrol and diesel engines. His

eponymous firm formed the basis 

of the multinational research and

consultancy that is today’s Ricardo

Group.

Neville Jackson fills Sir Harry’s

shoes these days and, as technical

director of Ricardo, seems equally

comfortable at the coal face of

transportation research. His CV is

equally impressive, but he also

exudes a calm, first-principles

approach that denotes the great

engineering minds. One look at him

and you think of that old engineering

saying: “In God we trust, but everyone

else brings research data…”

Long life ahead

At Ricardo’s Shoreham technical

centre in Sussex, Jackson looks out

of the glass-fronted building to see 

a car park filled with motor vehicles

wholly powered with the sort of

reciprocating piston engines that Sir

Harry Ricardo would recognise from

the earliest days of his career. What

would Sir Harry (who died in 1974,

aged 89) have thought about that?, 

I ask Jackson.

“Oh, I think he would be quite

happy with the things we do,” he says

with a grin. “We still see a long life

ahead for the internal combustion

engine… our job is to look at what

might be possible, where we can get

improvements and how we might

improve fuel economy, and that’s

basically what he was doing.”

It is those ‘whats, wheres and

hows’ in internal combustion

development that we are here to talk

about. But first, does Jackson see a

long-term future for the trusty internal

combustion engine (ICE)? “We’re all

well aware that ICE might not be the

end game,” he says, “but who

knows? The one thing you can say

about researchers is that we never 

say ‘never’.”

For all that, Jackson says that he,

like many others, believes the end

game is likely to be some form of

electric drive, but that could still

involve internal combustion engines,

as in a hybrid solution. “It’s dangerous

to try to pick the winners,” he says.

Right now, he sees improved fuel

efficiency at minimum cost as the

biggest driver in ICE research. “But

without disappearing down cul de

sacs,” he adds. 

Jackson divides his work up into

the research about what customers

and legislation require in the next five

years, and more blue-sky approaches

that look much farther ahead. Part of

his job is to devise pathways that link

the two. “Even if we wanted to, we

can’t change things overnight,” he

states, “so what we are continually

looking for is pathways down which

we can evolve.” 

Direct Injection

Time to bowl a few ideas at him.

Direct fuel injection petrol engines, I

ask: surely the additional weight,

expense of the pumps and complexity

of the software makes them

uneconomic? Jackson shakes his

head and does that engineer thing of

answering my follow-up question. 

“My first job was tuning Weber

carburettor jets to a very fine level of

calibration, but it was difficult to get

any consistency. And that’s all direct

injection brings: a better level of

control.” 

What Jackson means is the

precise control of the fuel/air mixture

to ensure cleaner cold starting, better

transient emissions, advanced levels

of tumble and swirl to ensure “we put

the fuel where the air is”. He reckons

that, in the next 10 to 20 years, “all

engines will have direct injection”. 

Diesels

And what about diesels? Does

Jackson agree that Euro VI emissions

requirements will kill off the diesel,

with mooted on-costs of up to €1,000

a unit? He takes a different line from

the traditional diesels or petrol camp

and says we’ll still have both, simply

because of a crude-oil refining

process that presents us with both. 

He goes so far as to suggest that

the spark and compression ignition

engine are on the same cost-benefit

curve, but in different positions (see

chart). 

“What is the demand for fuel

efficiency in the market, right now?”

he asks. “At the moment, I think it’s

just a bit… so the pressure in the

market is all legislative and that

Automotive Design Interview

July 2010

The Motor
Man

It’s been 150 years since Joseph Lenoir’s first internal

combustion engine sparked into existence, but there’s life 

in the old dog yet. Andrew English visited Ricardo’s 

technical director Neville Jackson to ask where the

reciprocating piston engine goes next.
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inevitably puts prices up. The diesel

challenge is meeting fuel emissions

regulations, without spending any

money.” In spite of the cost pressures,

Jackson reckons that diesels will

almost certainly require exhaust

treatment with a closed-loop

particulate trap to pass new legislation

and that there’s still a lot of work being

done on these. And that means old-

fashioned testing to ensure such

systems are reliable for mass-market

introduction. “We’re doing lots of work

on robustness,” he says, “going

through ageing cycles, lots of high-

mileage validation. That’s what costs

the money, especially when you’re

planning half a million vehicles a year.” 

Combined Cycle 

Homogeneous Charge Compression

Ignition (HCCI) could close that gap

between diesel and petrol on

Jackson’s chart. This technology is

where an engine shares the

homogeneous-charge characteristics

of a petrol engine with the

compression-ignition of a diesel.

Jackson admits that these engines are

“where we’ll probably go”, as they

offer the optimum compression ratio,

reduced internal losses and great

thermal efficiency. He also points out

that, as the mixture burns fast, there’s

reduced heat and therefore reduced

emissions of oxides of nitrogen. Here

Jackson re-emphasises fundamental

testing to ensure robustness of the

system. “At 30mph (48km/h), we

know what we want to do,” he says,

“but, at higher power, the game

fundamentally changes…”

Variable Compression Ratio

It’s a similar story here. “Everyone is

working on this,” says Jackson, “and,

at some point, there will be a Variable

Compression Ratio [VCR] engine

without compromise.” He sees VCR

technology as a balance of the benefit

of having the best compression ratio

for each period of operation versus

the practicalities of having a fully

robust and economic system. “We’re

all struggling to find the benefits on

this. You have to remember that the

basic thermodynamics and physics of

ICE haven’t changed, but we are

looking for more flexibility, to operate

economically across a wider range.”

Split cycle

Splitting the ‘suck, squeeze, bang,

blow’ Otto cycle can bring many

benefits to the combustion engine,

though increased internal friction and

decreased thermal efficiency had

seemed insurmountable problems

until the emergence of units such as

the Scuderi air engine, with its rotary

valves. Jackson agrees recovering the

one-third of the engine’s output that

disappears down the exhaust pipe is

a good idea. “We are looking at how

we can compress the gas separate

from the expansion phase.” 

Bio fuels

“Heard of the Gartner Hype Cycle,”

says Jackson, when asked about bio

fuels. Look it up, but it’s basically a

cycle of hyperbole over a technical

innovation. Jackson reckons we’ve

seen this over methanol, fuel cells,

shale-oil recovery, engine ceramics

and bio fuels. In the case of bio fuels,

he thinks we are now at the ‘slope of

enlightenment’, where businesses

start to understand the practical

benefits of a technology and on our

way to the ‘plateau of productivity’,

where those benefits can be widely

demonstrated. 

“I believe there is a place for bio-

fuels, but we’ve got to get it right,” he

says. With electrification of cars so

close, Jackson suggests aviation and

commercial haulage as better targets

for bio-fuel use, where electric drive is

impossible or impractical. 

Hydrogen, too, he thinks, might

still have a future, being burned in

internal combustion engines, rather

than fuel cells. However, as with all the

serious experts on the subject,

Jackson says the problem is getting

renewable hydrogen, rather than

steaming it out of natural gas, and,

above all, storing hydrogen in an

effective and economic way. “The

biggest challenge is the storage,” he

comments. 

Bolt-ons

Here we are talking stop-go systems,

boosting and charging an engine, as

well as independent control of the

intake valves, as with the Ferrari/Fiat

Multiair system on the latest Alfa

Romeo models. Jackson grins. “We

call them the variables,” he says,

“and we are looking at them all. We

need to come up with a small engine

that thinks it’s a large one at times,

and the other issue is how we are

using energy and possibly recovering

it: from intelligent alternator charging,

to full hybrids with electricity,

mechanical flywheels, or compressed

air. There is no one solution,” he says.

“Life is going to get more

complicated.”
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CHARGING

F
or most people, a decade is a long time. For the

motor industry, however, it is frighteningly short,

especially when it comes to meeting the

draconian emissions levels that will prevail in

2020. No wonder, then, that the vehicle electrification

bandwagon is underway. 

You only had to be at the Geneva Salon in March to

witness the impetus it has gained in the past 24 months.

When you see manufacturers with such powerful sporting

heritages as Ferrari, Lotus and Porsche displaying a

quartet of electrically assisted performance cars alongside

full electrical vehicles from mass producers like Renault

and Nissan, then you have to sit up and take notice.

For many, though, the rush towards electrification,

while not a total waste, is a distraction. It will enable

OEMs, in the short term, to achieve the more stringent

fleet emission levels due in five years time. In the longer

term, though, the internal combustion engine will still

power the vast proportion of the global car pool. 

Smaller and more powerful

The difference is that this engine will be smaller, more

powerful, more economical and much cleaner than the

engine used today. Just as the engines we drive now are

infinitely superior to those that appeared in response to the

oil crises of 1973 and ’79 – and which were strangled by

early fuel economy and emissions legislation – the petrol

and diesel engines that emerge five, never mind 10, years

hence will be immeasurably superior to those that power

our cars today.

The process of downsizing engines has already

started. One only has to consider Ford’s commitment to its

EcoBoost strategy (see the March issue of Automotive

Design) and Saab’s policy of employing smaller capacity,

low pressure turbos to see that the tide is gradually turning

against large, multi-cylinder engines – and that’s to name

but two OEMs. Even Ferrari has conceded that V6s might

be on the horizon. Of course, it can be argued that the

global emissions impact of large capacity and relatively

thirsty and polluting engines is minor, compared to the

tens of millions of family cars sold each year; that it 

would be far more effective, in terms of reducing global

emissions and oil consumption, to tackle these cars than

the relatively few at the top of the pyramid, which only

cover a fairly low annual mileage, in any case. Indeed, it’s

a proposition with which Luke Barker and John Martin, 

two of the key figures at the UK-based engineering

consultancy Integral Powertrain, would probably agree.

For the past four years, Integral Powertrain has been

developing a series of low-cost electro-mechanical

supercharging systems for series application in mass

produced vehicles. Its Supergen system is an electro-

One engineering consultancy believes 

it may well have the answer when it

comes to helping manufacturers meet

the draconian emissions targets now

looming. Ian Adcock reports 
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mechanical supercharger that, to all intents and purposes,

appears to have been added to a conventional alternator

that can also act as a stop-start mechanism for the engine

via a small one-way clutch. It also allows regenerative

braking to recoup the car’s kinetic energy.

It comprises a pair of electric motors and a pulley

driven by the engine, coupled via a shaft to a small

epicyclical transmission with three planet sets, with the

sun gear driving the compressor. In place of gears which

might have  cost wear, and noise, vibration and harshness

(NVH) issues, Integral Powertrain has employed traction

drive  transmitting only 2-3Nm torque to the sun shaft

through each traction pad.

Power-split system

The two electric motors work together as a power-split

system, with one of the motors always generating

electricity required by the other to control and augment

compressor speed without draining the battery. At low

engine speed, when there is insufficient boost because the

basic mechanical ratio is too low, the boost control motor

adds extra speed to the compressor. For every 1000rpm

the boost control delivers, an additional10,000rpm of

compressor speed is created. So, by the time engine

speed has reached 1,000rpm and the boost control motor

is running at around 8,000rpm, it effectively spools the

compressor up to 120,000rpm, improving transient

response rates and practically eliminating characteristic

low speed lag.

Economy gains

Applied to a typical 1.4L engine with cam-phasing, Integral

Powertrain would expect to see upwards of 115-120kW

and 240-250Nm. This, it claims, would allow the OEM to

run 15% longer gearing than a conventional turbo engine,

with much improved brake specific fuel consumption

(BSFC). As the majority of the operating range for petrol

turbo engines is in the unboosted zone, it’s these smaller

engines with lower frictional losses and longer gearing that

have the potential to deliver significant gains in fuel

economy and, thereby, emissions, while still delivering

virtually instant boost, irrespective of engine speed.

However, Integral Powertrain claims that its breakthrough

technology is combining the benefits of electro-

mechanical supercharging system when used in series

with a turbocharger. This is not new technology: Lancia

into the 

FUTURE
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used it on its 1985 Delta S4, Group B rally car and

Volkswagen employs it today on its 1.4 Twincharger

engines, first launched in 2005. Yet, because the Integral

Powertrain system uses an infinitely variable and

controllable electro-mechanical system, it means that, 

at low engine speeds, the traditional turbo lag can be

compensated for by the supercharger. And then, as the

turbo comes into play, the supercharger’s boost can be

gradually bled away.

Integral Powertrain’s claim is that, since it is

electronically managed and powered, there is no

perceptible distinction between the supercharger and

turbocharger, as they merge seamlessly from one to the

other or driveline shocks This, they say, is an advantage

over VW’s system – although, having driven Twinchargers

on numerous occasions since its launch, I don’t fully agree

with; at least not until I’ve had the opportunity to assess

Integral Powertrain’s technology.

To achieve rapid turbo response, OEMs resort to small

turbos and, perhaps more than one in a straight six or a

vee engine. With its system, says Integral Powertrain, the

OEM could employ one, bigger turbo. This would have the

advantage of covering a broader power band and rev

range, while its inherent disadvantage of a large boost free

‘black hole’ at low engine speeds would be negated.

Heavy-duty trucks

This would be particularly advantageous in diesel engines

where the system benefits for EGR management for NOx

emissions control are an additional advantage, so perhaps

it isn’t surprising to learn that the first applications will

appear in heavy-duty trucks in 2013 in relatively low

(compared to passenger cars) production numbers of

around 10,000 to 20,000 a year. 

Not only are heavy goods vehicle (HGV) producers

facing a bigger emissions challenge than car OEMs, but

the smaller production figures mean it will be easier for the

supply chain to gear itself up to their needs.

Nevertheless it is entirely feasible that this system, or

others under development, will feature in future cars,

especially when Integral Powertrain is talking of power

outputs of 110kW /L, although there may be issues over

combustion stability in spark ignition engines at those

levels. One of the

attractions of this system

is that it can be easily

integrated into current turbo

engine architecture, without

huge reinvestment in new tooling,

and its projected cost of well below

€500 compares favourably to electric

assist and other hybridisation

technologies.

Integral Powertrain has also integrated the

drive system with a complete turbocharger,

allowing all the functions of the SuperGen, along with

additional turbo-compounding, whereby waste exhaust

gas energy is converted into useful crankshaft work,

improving fuel economy and output.

In less than half a century, we have seen engines move

on from mechanical carburettors to sophisticated and

complex induction systems. Given the exponential growth

of technology, who really is going to bet against Ferrari,

Porsche or Lotus still building stunningly quick and

powerful cars in 2020? And while their engines, as with

those in more mundane forms of transport, will have

shrunk drastically, compared to what they are today, 

they will still deliver world-beating power and torque,

combined with fuel sipping economy. A dream? Not if

Integral Powertain has its way.

Integral Powertrain’s claim is that,

since it is electronically managed

and powered, there is no distinction

between the supercharger and

turbocharger, as they merge

seamlessly from one to the other.

Cover feature
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or more than a century,

engineers in the aerospace,

automobile and commercial

vehicle industries have enjoyed and

benefited from the value of traditional

membership in SAE International,

including having access to relevant

technical information and excellent

networking opportunities. For

decades, this traditional model fully

met the needs of millions of mobility

engineers from around the world.

However, in today’s global

engineering environment, the

longstanding value derived through

SAE membership is changing. 

These trends are not lost on Scott

Klavon, director of membership and

professional services for SAE

International. A former U.S. Navy

officer and maintenance engineer on

U.S. Marine Corps helicopters,

Klavon could see the ever-

accelerating gap between the

traditional membership model and the

needs of today’s mobility engineers. 

It became clear that modest

changes would not suffice to meet

the sophisticated needs of today’s

globally savvy engineering

community. The economic upheaval

of the global crisis of 2008-09

became a clarion call for SAE

International to re-examine its

membership and contemporise its

value proposition for today’s

engineering environment. As with any

re-engineering project, Klavon and

the SAE staff insisted that customer

requirements drive the process.

Based on input from SAE members,

as well as analysis of the resources

most valued by engineers, the

Membership Services Board,

Sections Board and SAE’s

membership team set out to design a

new membership model that truly

embraces the needs of, and provides

value to, engineers across the globe.

As the new model began to take

shape, best practices from

professional societies infused SAE’s

thinking. As an SAE member, you can

now choose the membership package

that best meets your needs: including

Student, Classic, Premium and Elite

membership packages. The benefits

offer customised value, regardless of

your career stage. All packages offer

access to relevant technical

information and events, discounts on

technical literature and subscription 

to at least one of SAE’s technical

magazines.

Klavon is relentless when it comes

to ensuring SAE members receive

maximum value for their dues.

“Adding value is something that will

always be done, whether it’s through

small changes or larger ones.” 

SAE will add more value to the

membership model throughout the

year, including a new members-only

website called EngineerXchange and

a new members-rewards programme

that will maximise further the benefits

enjoyed by the most engaged SAE

members. Again, the common thread

among all of the changes in SAE’s

membership is value. “We built this

new model with our customers in

mind,” Klavon points out. 

“We offer choices and benefits

that provide value for today’s

engineering professional. I invite

everyone to take a look at our new

membership model by visiting

http://saeignite.sae.org/index.php.”

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“Adding value is

something that

always will be

done, whether it’s

through small

changes or larger

ones.” 

Transforming
membership

F

focus@sae.org
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T
here is no avoiding the fact

that computer-based

simulation of prototypes

and sub-assemblies is fast

becoming the norm, as the hardware

and software it runs on gains in power,

functionality and performance. 

Couple this with smaller design

teams, lower budgets and less time

between development programmes,

and automotive companies and their

suppliers are having to become a lot

more agile and significantly faster in

the way they develop new variants

and models. 

They must also cater for the

changing economy and an ever more

demanding public, meaning their

design and development departments

have to wring every last drop of

performance from the tools they use,

simply in order to keep pace.

On the hardware front, Moore’s

Law is slowly being outstripped 

as processors and computing

capabilities offer incredible

performance gains over hardware

developed as little as six months ago.

Near the top of the list of new

developments in the hardware arena –

especially in the CAD environment – is

NVIDIA with its new range of Quadro

professional graphics cards. 

By co-processing the Quadro’s

GPU with a workstation’s CPU, the

visualisation and real-time rendering

capabilities available to engineers in

the automotive arena are staggering.

Life-like ray tracing and rendering is

now taking a fraction of the time it

used to, shaving significant time off

the design appraisal process. 

When it comes to design software

perspective, engineers are spoilt for

choice with respect to CAD. All the

major vendors are steadily becoming

‘all things to all comers’, as they add

greater capabilities and features to

their packages. There are some

market leaders – being the CAD

package of choice for many of the

leading OEMs – but smaller vendors

are also gaining ground, offering

bespoke and niche capabilities not

currently found in the mainstream

packages.

Analysis and simulation packages

are also gaining universal acceptance,

July 2010
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With fewer physical prototypes available to engineers and designers, and the

inexorable rise of ‘the cloud’, computer-based simulation of prototypes and 

sub-assemblies is rapidly gaining ground. Mark Fletcher reports
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especially when dealing with the lack

of physical prototypes that were

mentioned previously. 

With much more testing and

development occurring in the virtual

domain, vendors are striving to find

ways of adding and enhancing

capabilities and features to make up

for this lack of physical, hands-on

interaction. One of the more

established vendors in the automotive

CAE space is Mathworks, especially

with regard to its packages MATLAB

and Simulink. They are designed to

give engineers the ability to analyse

models and simulate assemblies,

either at the sub assembly level or the

system level, without any physical

models being required. 

On-car simulation applications

include powertrain, chassis and safety

controls, comfort and convenience

systems and driver infotainment

systems. By removing the reliance on

a physical prototype, they can greatly

speed up the development and

testing process. Once the design has

been optimised in the virtual space, a

full physical prototype can be created

and tested, with the knowledge that

the majority of the issues have already

been addressed.

Easy integration

One company that has put Simulink 

to interesting use is Cruden BV, a

manufacturer of professional driver-

in-the-loop motion simulators. It has

developed an external physics plug-in

for its RacerPro software that allows

automotive industry designers and

engineers to integrate Matlab

Simulink-based vehicle models very

easily within the Cruden simulator.

The external physics option, or ‘E-

physe’ as Cruden calls it, replaces the

more laborious alternative of building

vehicle models via C++ code. Now,

via the Racer Pro Target in the

Simulink Real Time Workshop, the

programme automatically mates the

control inputs to the customer’s

vehicle model – such as gearchange,

throttle position and mapping, brake

pressures and balance – and extracts

the necessary outputs to drive the

simulator hardware and graphics. The

system offers real-time data logging

and parameter tuning on-the-fly via

Real Time Workshop, which means

design teams can change parameters

and monitor signals constantly

through the simulation. 

“Cruden has been working with

vehicle dynamics systems and

components designers for many years

and, as with all evolving technologies,

simulation has developed to become

accessible to lower tiers within the

industry,” says Frank Kalff, Cruden’s

commercial director. “The business

case for Tier 1 and 2 automotive

manufacturers acquiring simulators is

now even stronger. So many more

development models can be tested

earlier, offline, in a realistic, accurately

simulated environment. 

“When it comes to the prototype

build stage, only the best models are

tested for real, meaning the optimum

performing components and settings

are highlighted more quickly and cost

effectively.”

With the cloud defining the

direction of many engineering

computing hardware and software

vendors, prototyping, simulation and

design in the virtual world is steadily

becoming a necessity, as data in all its

many forms becomes the core

element of any design process. Not

only is data easier to transfer, but it is

also much easier to manipulate in real

time, giving engineers results in

seconds that used to take days. 

CAE is steadily becoming the

powerhouse in many design

operations: a fact that has not

escaped many of the leading software

vendors. Now that the hardware exists

to perform analyses as if in the ‘real

world’, many leading OEMs are

starting to look to harness these

capabilities and the demand for tools

that can adopt the latest technologies

will certainly not tail off.

“Cruden has been working with vehicle dynamics systems and components

designers for many years and, as with all evolving technologies, simulation

has developed to become accessible to lower tiers within the industry.” 

Frank Kalff, commercial director
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T
he days when engine

management systems

(EMS) controlled just

ignition advance and the

timing of crude fuel injectors are long

gone. Many more functions have been

heaped on the EMS, such as control

of exhaust gas after-treatment and

exhaust gas recirculation (EGR).

Moreover, as legislative and vehicle

manufacturer requirements have

demanded ever more stringent control

of tailpipe emissions and fuel

consumption, so the precision of EMS

control has had to be improved, along

with its scope. 

As an example, take the piezo

injectors now used in some DI

gasoline engines and third-generation

common-rail diesels, which operate

faster than solenoid injectors and so

are capable of more complex rate

shaping. This process is ongoing as

additional technologies are deployed

to improve engine efficiency and

reduce emissions still further.

This has already had a major

influence on the design of EMS. The

operation of modern gasoline and

diesel engines has become so

complex that the old method of

calibration – generating a lookup table

(map) of, for instance, ignition

advance versus engine speed and

load – is no longer practicable, as

there are too many parameters and

too little development time. 

The solution has been to embrace

model-based control systems, in

which the EMS runs computer models

of the engine to predict its behaviour –

just as some music synthesisers run

software models of conventional

musical instruments. In effect, these

models are simplified versions of the

software used by design engineers to

predict, for example, the wave

dynamics of inlet and exhaust

systems.

More computing power

As further systems are added to

engines, and EMS control

responsibilities increase, so these

models will inevitably become more

complex and require more computing

power to run. Although the

microprocessors in a modern EMS

seem slow compared to those in

desktop computers, it has to be

remembered that they have to operate

with high reliability across extremes of

ambient temperature and at high

levels of vibration. As gasoline and

diesel engine technologies converge,

model-based control

has become essential

to the adoption of

advanced combustion

strategies, such as

stratified direct

injection.

Control of the regeneration of

particulate traps is a function that

engine management has already had

to embrace in diesel engines and may

also have to in gasoline engines of the

future. “Control of currently regulated

gasoline emissions (ie, HC, CO and

NOx)  and diesel emissions, too, is in

the pocket,” says George Ramsay,

chief engineer, gasoline engine

management systems, Delphi

Powertrain Systems, “other than 

the Euro VI proposal for particulate

numbers.” Draft proposals for Euro VI

emissions legislation, due in 2014,

include fuel-neutral limits on

particulate number, in addition to

particulate mass, the motivation being

to limit release of the tiny combustion

particles that have been shown to be

particularly hazardous to health. Port

injection gasoline engines can meet

the requirement without a particulate

trap and so can direct injection, in

respect of particulate mass, but

particulate numbers is more

challenging.

Energy recovery systems, which

utilise otherwise wasted energy within

the hot exhaust gas, are certain to

become a common feature of future

IC engines and will be another sub-

system for EMS to control.

Keeping control
Keith Howard reports on the growing demands that

advanced engine management systems must meet

July 2010
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Theoretically, up to 12kW can be

recovered from a 50kW engine; but,

even if significantly less than that is

practically achievable, there is still

benefit to be had in using the

recovered energy to generate

electricity, thereby reducing the engine

load presented by the alternator.

Alternatively, electrical turbo-

compounding can be used, in which

an electric motor supplies

additional torque to the crankshaft.

Such systems are claimed to

improve fuel economy by 10%

and reduce engine-out emissions

by a similar amount.

Already in use for some

years, elaborate inlet valve

actuation systems,

which partly or fully replace the

throttle and thereby reduce the

pumping losses which contribute so

much to the part-throttle inefficiency

of gasoline engines, are likely to come

into wider use and in lower-cost

vehicles. Again, these will add to the

gamut of EMS control responsibilities,

as will increasing integration of engine

and transmission controls. 

“In many cases, particularly during

the warm-up phase, there’s a conflict

between emissions, performance and

fuel economy,” says Andy Noble,

project director, engine control

systems at Ricardo, “so there are

definite benefits in being able to tune

the transmission strategy, as well

as the engine strategy.”

Wider use of two-stage

turbocharging, the

implementation of enhanced

OBD (on-board diagnostic)

requirements and the

development of closed-loop

control of components, such as fuel

injectors, will also add to EMS

responsibilities.

Further into the future, powertrain

management systems will additionally

utilise extra-vehicular information,

incoming via services such as internet

connection and GPS, to take pre-

emptive action according to road

conditions ahead. To what extent

some of these actions will be forced

upon drivers – causing them to slow in

advance of traffic congestion, for

instance – is something for the

legislators to decide, but there are less

controversial possibilities that are not

in any way intrusive to the driving

experience. Indeed, they can benefit it.

For example, if GPS and digital

mapping data indicate a steep hill

ahead, this offers a good opportunity

to regenerate the particulate trap in a

diesel vehicle. As the exhaust gas

temperature will rise in any case, due

to the extra engine load, less

additional energy will be required to

bring the trap up to the required light-

off temperature (~600C, although

adding a catalyst can halve this). 

Big fuel gains

Likewise, in a hybrid car it will be

desirable, for maximum performance,

to ensure that the battery pack is fully

charged prior to climbing the hill; if the

GPS/mapping data indicates a

significant downgrade on the other

side, then subsequent replenishing of

the charge can be held over until the

maximum benefit has been extracted

from regenerative braking. Measures

such as these will bring significant

improvement to fuel consumption, in

particular. Choosing which

technologies to deploy for the control

of emissions and fuel consumption

reduces, inevitably, to a cost-benefit

analysis – but one of increasing

complexity for both vehicle

manufacturers and tier 1 suppliers. 

And while meeting the diverse

legislative requirements around the

world poses some difficulty to EMS

suppliers, actually the greater

challenge can lay elsewhere. 

“In some cases, it’s more difficult

dealing with different OEM priorities,”

he adds. “The legislative requirements

are fixed and you can never argue

with those. But when OEMs have

different requirements, which aren’t

legislatively driven, that can make

powertrain control strategies more

difficult to carry over.”

July 2010
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T
he C-Beyond concept is 

a blend of current, near

future and blue-sky

developments. According

to Bertrand Stelandre, senior

manager, auto envision group –

design and innovation at Visteon

Europe: “On a concept like this, we

work with a ratio where 20% of the

technology is in production; 60%

ready to integrate into development

now and be production ready in

three years; and 20%, such as the

vertical air distribution, is further

advanced.

“Automotive values have

changed a lot in the two years since

we did the Wave concept,” adds

Stelandre. “The new connectivity

with iPods and the like are becoming

the most attractive objects to own.

In Japan, for instance, young people

rank the car only seventh as a

desirable purchase. They don’t even

want a driving licence. So we need

to reinterpret cars as part of a global

mobility system that combines

connectivity and sustainability.”

In the first instance, Visteon has

connected the car to its driver(s,)

who are able to contact it remotely,

so the vehicle can personalise itself

to individual users by reformatting

the second generation TFT screen’s

virtual instrument display, select

radio stations or music preferences,

change the interior LED lighting

themes, and even warm or cool the

car to individual preset preferences,

“The next generation heating,

ventilating and air-conditioning

systems (HVACS) will have the ability

to pre-condition your car to a

specified temperature before you get

in the car,” he comments. “Short

journeys use plenty of energy,

warming or cooling the car. This,

then, is an example of using

connectivity to improve the

automotive experience, reduce

emissions and improve efficiency.”

Once in the car, it’s easy to stow

hand luggage behind the centre

console where the HVAC system

usually sits. The flat-pack air-

conditioning system is relocated

beneath the rear floor, with ducting

running up the ‘B’ posts and across

the ceiling to create four individual

‘air showers’ that direct air around

each passenger through the

headliner. As the car greets the driver,

a powered armrest, controlled by a

proximity sensor, moves to reveal a

wireless charging tray, so that

mobiles, iPods, etc, are useable via

Into the beyond

July 2010

Visteon’s C-Beyond concept is about much more than 

just clever interior solutions, as Ian Adcock discovers

Visteon's
concept for
cabin comfort
removes
traditional
instrument
panel vents to
deliver
freedom in
cockpit styling
and moves
vent locations
to the
headliner
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Bluetooth, out of sight and secure.

There would be no need to

programme the satellite navigation

system, as the car will ask for a

destination, which can be input by

voice or a Blackberry-style screen in

the centre console. “The main

objective of the human-machine

interface (HMI) is to have ergonomics

that ensure your safety,” Stelandre

continues. “We split what you see

and what you touch, so the driver

decides how to control the car,

whilst still observing the road; that’s

the main objective. The second

objective, to manage the vehicle

without looking at your hands, leads

to the concept of grab and control.”

C-Beyond’s controls are a blend

of touch screen, virtual controls and

physical interplay, all managed by an

Intel, Linux or similar fully open

platform. “A car isn’t an iPod. There

needs to be a physical, mechanical

link to some of the functions; for

instance, the HVAC controls feel

mechanical and we have created

analogue gauges that show

geographic orientation; another

[function], similar to a ‘plane’s

chronograph, displays time to

destination. But speed is shown

digitally – just like road signs.”

Exterior lighting with fully

adaptive light emitting diode (LED)

headlamps and tail lights that adapt

to driving and traffic conditions,

including increasing the rear lights

intensity when obscured by road dirt,

are also featured.

C-Beyond offers an intriguing

notion of what the future of motoring

holds. Mankind has a habit of

accelerating technological and

societal changes too quickly into the

future, so Visteon’s 2016 vision

might be a little premature, while

some of the technology displayed

will arrive sooner, rather than later.

July 2010

“One of our main objectives with C-Beyond was

increasing the value of the touch screen and integrating

high value mechanical content with modern electronics,”

explains Dr. Rainer Heer, Visteon’s leader of advanced

human machine interaction.

Working with technology partner Immersion, the two

developed a touch screen that can deliver a variety of

haptic feedbacks, according to the OEMs’ preferences,

“Normally, when you touch a screen button, the only

feedback you get is visual, meaning that you have to

take your eyes off the road. The haptic feedback reduces

that time, improving safety, as well as perceived quality.

“The haptic feedback can be tuned to practically

whatever the OEM wants, whether that’s a single or double-click, or if it’s soft or crisp response. The OEM 

could even tune it differently between, say, sports car and a luxury saloon within the same brand.”

Traditional mechanical rotary controls for functions such as the air-conditioning are retained, because 

feedback from OEM design studios told Heer and his colleagues that designers consider them a sign of 

quality craftsmanship, a fact backed up by Visteon’s own in-house consumer research.

Heer considers both handwriting and voice recognition as “killer” technologies, especially for the Asian 

markets but also for Europe as well. “With Roman characters, it’s a nice to have feature. But, in Asia, it makes

inputting addresses for navigation a lot easier than typing it in. We’re currently working on an advanced haptic

feedback that feels as if you’re running your finger over soft material.

“We also see a strong demand in Europe and Asia for voice interaction, so the ability to enter a destination 

in the navigation, or search a music library, is a killer application in Asia. Otherwise, it’s too difficult for people to 

use these features.”

Seeing beyond with C-Beyond

Fully adaptive
LED headlights

automatically
adjust to road

conditions and
traffic density
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U
sing plastics to improve a

car’s green credentials

has usually been based

on one factor: weight

saving. During the last 20 years,

many components – including

bumpers, panels and fuel tanks –

have become lighter, by shifting from

metal to plastic.

But many automotive companies

are now ramping up their green

agendas. Ford, for example, recently

surveyed its top 35 suppliers, in an

attempt to “understand the carbon

footprint of its supply chain”. The

company’s stated aim is to cut

greenhouse gas emissions by 30%

by 2020.

This means that plastics suppliers

must reduce further the

environmental impact of their

products: particularly challenging for

under-bonnet applications where

materials must withstand aggressive

chemicals and extremes of

temperature. But a number of ‘green’

grades have already sprung up,

specifically for these types of

component.

Japanese component supplier

Denso used a ‘sustainable’ grade of

nylon 610 for radiator end tanks in

the 2009 Toyota Camrys. The part

contains 40% by weight of

renewable content – because it uses

DuPont’s Zytel RS range of castor

oil-derived nylons. “The renewable

content varies, depending on the

polymer backbone and the needs of

the application,” says Thomas

Werner, corporate account manager

for engineering polymers at DuPont.

“We have products with up to 100%

renewable content – long chain

nylons developed mainly for

extrusion applications.”

According to DuPont, the grades

offer superior heat and glycol/water

ageing, and easy processability. The

materials can be used where high

chemical resistance is needed, such

as fuel and diesel lines, and other

extruded hoses and pipes. Other

potential applications are in the air

induction system, such as air filter

housings.

DuPont is not the only company

raiding the castor bean plant: DSM

has created a new polymer structure

– nylon 410 – based partly on castor

oil. EcoPaxx currently exists as four

prototype grades that are being

assessed by customers. The

company expects a full launch in

early 2011, and plans to make

around 10 grades commercially

available. “OEMs are interested in

cutting the carbon footprint of the

materials they use and are

challenging us to deliver them,” 

says Kees Tintel, programme

manager for EcoPaxx.

He says the EcoPaxx materials

are “green performers”, meaning that

they can outperform traditional

nylons, as well as being sustainably

sourced. EcoPaxx’s melting point of

July 2010

Green initiatives

DSM is to commercialise a range

of recycled nylon grades for

under-bonnet parts. Its Akulon RC

uses recycled grades of nylon 6.

Tier One companies are currently

assessing the grades.

Rhodia and partners –

including under-bonnet parts

specialist Mann + Hummel – are

to create a polyamide (nylon)

recycling channel for end-of-life

vehicles (ELVs). 

They say this will help the

industry to comply with the ELV

Directive target of 95% recycling

and reuse by 2015. “This will allow

us to recycle our own polyamide

parts, and those of other

manufacturers, into our future

products,” says Christophe

Guyomard, technical director at

Mann + Hummel France.

Green is good
OEMs are beginning to make under-bonnet components

from plastics derived in part from renewable sources. 

Lou Reade reports
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Composite engine offers ultimate in weight reduction

US chemicals company Huntsman is continuing its on-off relationship

with automotive entrepreneur Matti Holtzberg in his quest to develop a

composite engine block. Holtzberg claims such a block could be 35%

lighter than its metal equivalent – an enormous weight saving that would

have a huge effect on fuel consumption.

“You could make a composite engine block today, but the tooling

would be far too expensive,” says Ash Chaudhari, technology director for

the Americas at Huntsman Advanced Materials. Huntsman is looking into

Holtzberg’s claim that he has developed a technology to produce the

composite engine block cheaply enough for commercial production. If

satisfied, Chaudhari says Huntsman will offer technical help and advice,

as well as funding.

He is confident the composite engine block is a possibility, saying that

existing epoxy materials are good enough. But he believes that

producing parts cheaply enough will be the main challenge: a composite

engine block would need to be reinforced with long fibres of carbon or

glass, which must be aligned so that every part produced has the same

properties as the one before. 

“When you put fibres into a resin, you must distribute them properly 

or you will not get consistent properties,” he points out.

Making a composite engine block would require far less energy than 

a metal one – though it would also be very difficult to recycle.

Recycled plastic automotive

applications include:

RADIATORS

The 2009 Toyota

Camrys uses a

grade of nylon that

is derived in part

from castor oil

ENGINE BLOCK

Huntsman says

that its epoxy

resins could help

US entrepreneur

Matti Holtzberg to

realise his dream of developing a

composite engine block

WIRING/CABLES

Delphi has used

Sabic’s flexible

Noryl (PPO)

material for thin

wall cable

insulation that contains no

halogenated flame retardants

HOSES

DuPont’s castor-oil

derived nylon is

being developed

for these

applications

AIR INTAKE

MANIFOLDS

DSM’s recycled

Akulon nylon is

being assessed by

Mark IV Systèmes

Moteurs, which makes

components including air intake

manifolds and engine covers

250oC sits between that of nylon 6

and nylon 66. Another key property is

its ability to maintain mechanical

stiffness in wet conditions. “The

customer’s interest starts with the

green aspects, but the conversation

very quickly turns to performance,”

states Tintel. “These materials can be

used where high temperature and

chemical resistance are needed.

Standard nylons cannot do this.”

And, despite the material’s

distinct advantages, Tintel is realistic

about its prospects.

“I don’t expect castor oil-based

plastics to suddenly replace standard

nylons,” he comments. “They will be

a niche for a few years.”

DuPont is not the only company raiding the castor bean plant: DSM has

created a new polymer structure – nylon 410 – based partly on castor oil.

Below: ultra thin wall cable
insulation is halogen free.
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G
etting something for

nothing is almost always

desirable. Witness the

never-ending fascination

with so-called perpetual motion

machines. However, given that

thermodynamics proscribes such

fanciful systems, probably the next

best thing is a device that squeezes

benefits out of what is normally

wasted.

That’s the promise of an effort by

General Motors to develop a simple

mechanism that could recover a

portion of the energy that is regularly

lost in the exhaust.

Late last year, GM received €2.03

million in grant money from the US

Department of Energy’s Advanced

Research Projects Agency - Energy

(ARPA-e) to develop a prototype

waste energy-recovery device,

based on shape-memory alloys

(SMAs) – a smart material that

changes its physical dimensions

when exposed to heat. 

Running hot and cold

“When you heat an SMA wire, it gets

stiffer and shrinks to its original, pre-

stretched length,” explains Jan Aase,

director of GM’s Vehicle

Development Research Laboratory in

Warren, Michigan. “When you cool it,

you can stretch it out with an

opposing force – often, another SMA

wire or return spring.”

The basic concept behind the

proposed energy-scavenging device,

he continues, is that “you wrap the

wire around a pair of pulleys – one

hot, one cold. As long as you

maintain the temperature difference,

the SMA wire will turn the pulleys.”

Aase notes that this principle

underlies a popular science

education toy that features two

pulleys, a length of helical SMA wire

and two reservoirs—one filled with

hot water, the other with cold. “Just

looking at it run, you’d think that it

was some kind of perpetual motion

machine, but it’s not,” he said. “It’s a

functional engine.”

In one design concept, a radial

array of cylindrical pulleys that looks

like a bundle of cigars fits around a

vehicle’s exhaust. Each inner tubular

pulley is tied, via an SMA wire coil, to

an outer pulley pipe. During

operation, hot exhaust fumes would

be directed through the inside

pulleys, while cooler ambient air,

collected from outside, would flow

through the exterior ones. 

As the SMA wires are alternately

cooled and heated by contact with

the pulleys, they would contract and

expand, causing the pulleys to move

and thus rotating the entire

assembly. The spinning ensemble

could drive an electric generator or 

a mechanical takeoff.

Major improvement

“This is a high-risk, high-impact

project,” he warns and one

eminently suited for governmental

funding efforts aimed at promoting

transformational technological

change. “We’re hoping to get

equivalent fuel-efficiency gains of up

to 8–10% at highway speeds. If it

were able to run the electrical

accessories – the radio, A/C, power

steering, etc – it would constitute a

significant improvement.”

The SMA used is a titanium-

nickel alloy that, with the application

of heat, the metal transforms from a

martensitic to austenitic crystal

structure, which alters its overall

dimensions. The material, known

generally as Nitinol (Ni for nickel, Ti

for titanium, and NOL for Naval

Waste re-energised!
An SMA-based ‘energy-scavenging device’ could convert exhaust

heat into useful power, as Steven Ashley explains

July 2010
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Ordnance Laboratory), exhibits

substantial resistance to corrosion

and recovers well from relatively

large deformations (typical strains 

of 3–5%). 

In the past, such smart metals

could perform their expand/contract

trick only so many times before

microstructural fatigue set in. But

specialists at Dynalloy have worked

out how to reliably get tens – even

hundreds – of millions of hot/cold

actuation cycles out of the alloys.

Thorough understanding

According to Wayne Brown,

president and founder of Dynalloy,

“the very high repeatability and

stability of our Flexinol material is the

result of our proprietary processing –

that is, the way we draw the wire

through the die and the way we

anneal it afterwards.” 

He cautions, however, that 

“using this material requires a

thorough understanding 

of its idiosyncrasies. You must

recognise that how the material

behaves depends on how it’s used.”

Brown advises that potential users

need to study any new application in

detail to match the material to the

proposed use.

Notes Aase: “Nitinol is a difficult

material to handle. In applications,

you have to keep your materials

strain fairly conservative: 10N of

force is OK, 100N is not.” When

successfully managed, however, “an

SMA solution can be cheaper,

lighter, and more reliable than small

electric motors and solenoids”. SMA

devices can be packaged, he says,

“in places where motors don’t go”.

They also offer quiet operation and

do not emit electromagnetic noise.

Extensive portfolio

GM has developed an extensive

patent portfolio in SMA technology

in recent years, having obtained 60

patents, and has come up with

several hundred applications, some

of which are targeted for production

during the next few years. Devices

are typically activated using

electrical resistance heating, but

ambient temperatures can be

employed in certain cases. 

To have the best chance of

getting things right, GM has

assembled a team of specialists to

produce the novel heat-recovery

device. For material testing and

characterisation, the company is

working with materials scientists at

HRL Laboratories, a research facility

jointly owned by GM and Boeing. 

Predictive modelling of the

system’s materials and mechanical

behaviour will be conducted at GM’s

technical centre in Bangalore, India.

And the detailed design duties will

be handled by researchers at the 

GM Collaborative Research

Laboratory in Advanced Vehicle

Manufacturing at the University of

Michigan in Ann Arbor.

GM plans to have a 100-mW/g

lab prototype ready for evaluation 

by ARPA-e by the end of 2010 and

then a bench demo model (1W/g)

completed by the end of the

following year.
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For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Philippe Bercher, deputy director of

engineering, Delphi diesel systems, talks

with Ian Adcock about improvements in

injection technology

July 2010

Injecting new
thinking

A
t the recent SIA

International Congress in

Rouen, Delphi presented a

paper on new

developments in fuel injection

equipment and engine control

systems that help to reduce

substantially overall diesel engine

emissions, including CO2. These

latest technologies will simplify

compliance with increasingly

demanding emissions standards in

Europe, such as Euro6, and in other

markets worldwide where high-

efficiency diesel engines are

increasingly recognised as an

effective means of cutting CO2.

The upgrades include an increase

in maximum operating pressure from

2000 bar up to 2400 bar, with

improved high-pressure atomisation,

enhancements to Delphi’s closed-

loop control system, improved

hydraulic efficiency and reduced

engine starting time to provide

seamless stop-start.

The main research activities

carried out over the last five years

were largely dedicated to the

investigation of potential performance

upgrades of the injection system and

the electronic engine control

strategies. The objective was to fulfill

Euro6 emission regulations,

implement CO2 emissions reduction

functionality - stop-start, reduced

hydraulic energy losses - and to

optimise costs.

Clear prioriies

“From the beginning, our target was

to meet emissions legislation, and

reduce CO2, which is another driver

for us; so increasing injection

pressure and the number of injections

were the priorities,” states Delphi’s

Philippe Bercher. “When we started

production in early 2000, we were at

1400 bar and today we’re at 2000

bar.” However, the process doesn’t

stop there, he says: “We’re already

targeting 2400 bar for passenger

cars; but, for heavy duty engines,

they’re one step ahead, because

they’re already in production with

2500 bar and they’re going up to

2700 or even 3000 bar. For passenger

cars and light diesels maybe, yes, we

can increase the injection pressure

beyond 2400bar. But I am not sure

that the cost and complexity would

be acceptable in light duty diesels.”

However, it’s not just about

Delphi’s desire or capability of

achieving such high injection

pressures, but whether there would

then be a demand for this from the

OEMs, as Bercher explains: “Looking

EURO4 EURO5

Direct acting 2400 bar

Direct acting 2000 bar

MULTEC DCR 2200 bar

MULTEC DCR 2000 bar

MULTEC DCR 1800 bar

MULTEC DCR 1600 bar

MULTEC DCR 1400 bar

UPCRS 1400 - 1600b barSmall engines

EURO6

Tier 2 bin 5

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
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The quest for reduced tailpipe emissions is leading OEMs to develop ever more

complex powertrain systems embracing combinations of technologies

to the future, we see two distinct

strategies, so we have to talk a bit

about the OEMs plans, because we

see different directions. PSA, for

example, is focusing on NOx after-

treatment for Euro6, so they’re

probably not going to demand

increased pressures and they will stay

at 2000 bar, even for the next

generation of engines. But some

other customers want to be sure that

the engine gives the lowest

emissions, as they don’t want to use

NOx after-treatment and they are

looking for increased pressure.”  

As with most technologies, there

are manufacturing/materials/cost

trade-offs. This is particularly so with

diesel systems attempting to meet

Euro6, and especially Euro7, in small

cars, where the on-cost of additional

diesel technology might outweigh the

fuel consumption and exhaust

emission gains. 

As Bercher points out, there is a

balance to be achieved between

injection pressures and the number of

nozzle holes employed in the injector

for a fixed nozzle flow: “If we increase

the pressure, it’s

because we want to

improve the air-fuel

mix within the combustion

chamber using smaller diameter

nozzle holes. We know that the

limitation we have to today is nozzle

hole diameter, because, if we go

below 90 microns, we

have some coking

effect and it’s also a

question of

manufacturing.

However, if we can

decrease the hole

diameter, we don’t need to increase

the pressure so much, because then

we wouldn’t get the emissions benefit

of the nozzle hole reduction.

Technology challenges

“Furthermore, there’s a limit to the

number of holes, because the limit

today is the hole diameter and,

therefore, the number of holes you

can put on the nozzle body. Currently,

we are at eight to nine; if we go above

that, you will not have enough

material between the holes to

withstand the pressure.” He admits

that Delphi has tested a nozzle with

more holes, but claims: “There’s no

benefit so far.”

You could be forgiven for thinking

that increasing rail pressure beyond

2000 bar would have a knock-on

effect for other parts of the fuel

delivery system – not so, says

Bercher. “The big step was to move

from the rotary pump at 500 bar and

go to 1400-1500 bar; but today we

know the manufacturing

improvements we have to make, so

we don’t see the same challenges.

The quest for reduced tailpipe

emissions is leading OEMs to

develop ever more complex

powertrain systems embracing

combinations of technologies, such

as electric assist motors and stop-

start, both of which present Bercher

and his team with their own

challenges: 

“For stop-start, there are three

main difficulties: the first concerns the

pump, as it will have to tolerate more

stop-starts than the conventional

system. A customer may have a

target of 300,000-500,000 stop-starts

in a vehicle’s lifetime; for a standard

vehicle, without stop-start, it’s maybe

half of that. That means the pump has

to be improved and be capable of

doubling its normal service life, so

that impacts the bearings in the

pump. Secondly, as the injectors

back leak time is needed to

regenerate pressure. For example,

injectors on direct actuation, where

there isn’t a return flow to the tank,

when you stop the engine, pressure is

maintained in the system, so it’s

available to inject and fire the engine.

“Finally, in terms of the engine

management system (EMS), we can

develop a strategy to ensure the

engine is in a given position when it is

stopped, so that, when it restarts, the

EMS knows what state the engine is

in, in order to quickly manage the

injection. For the electric-diesel

hybrids, such as PSAs, it’s a bit

different as the ratio of stop-starts is

something like three times greater,”

he adds.

The days of rattling, smoke-

belching diesels are gone, but there’s

no doubting the challenges that lie

ahead, if it’s to continue as a viable

powertrain. Delphi, for one, seems to

be rising to those challenges.

For further information on technology

and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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All the low-hanging fruit to meet future emission

regulations, such as engine downsizing and Europe’s

aggressive move towards diesels, has been taken. If OEMs

want to achieve the demand of 2020’s 95g/Kms, then they are going

to have to consider radical solutions, including adopting some

novel lubricants, as Shell Lubricant’s Bob Manwaring explains:

“There’s a need for lubricants to change, in order to reduce

friction and preserve compatibility with evolving engines.

“If you look at the NEDC cycle for a relatively recent engine

technology over that cycle, about 30% of the fuelling is to

overcome lubricant-related friction. So, if we can change the

lubricants that would make a significant contribution to reducing CO2, the primary

way to do that is to reduce viscosity. Traditional lubricants have had high

temperature, high shear viscosities in excess of 3.5

millipascal/seconds. In the USA, they try to force

that down to about 2.6 millipascal/second, whereas

European OEMs are more reluctant to do that, due to

greater conservatism over engine durability.

Reducing viscosity will help improve fuel

consumption, as it helps minimise friction. But what

does that mean for engine durability? Shell, says

Manwaring, has an extensive suite of mathematical

models that can predict component wear according to the oil’s viscosity, “We can look

at formulation changes and measure film thicknesses down to nanometres, enabling us

to judge lubricants’ fuel economy differences and their durability.

“Bespoke oil development with an OEM could result in a 3-3.5% fuel economy gain

on the standard M111 engine test, whilst combining it with tailored transmission oils

might achieve a 5-6% improvement, which is worth having,” he states.

There needs to be a focus on what really matters today and for OEMS to give up

some historical elements that might not be so important. “If you do that, and get more

formulations, it gives you the chance to develop more innovative products,” he argues.

Looking into the future, he sees a time when Shell could work with an OEM to

develop systems that blend and de-blend fluids of differing viscosity ‘on the fly’, so

they’re always at its optimal viscosity, irrespective of engine temperature. Shell

already has laboratory experiments that use a combination of mechanical and thermal

separators to achieve this. Or magneto rheological fluids, with localised electric

currents, might be employed to deliver different viscosity levels, according to each

component or system’s requirements.

Reducing viscosity

will help improve fuel

consumption, as it

helps minimise

friction. 
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